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(Nelson Mandela, Leareus World Sports Awards Ceremony 

2000)

Sports has the power to change the world. It has the power to aspire. It has the power

to unite people in a way that little else can. Sports can awaken hope where there

was previously only despair.
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The problem

 Archives repositories characterized by low usage, lack of skills, infrastructure and

recognition by authorities.

 The need to ‘take archives to the people’ and transform, refigure and re-imagine

archives.

 stories that are worth telling and recording are for those in power

 Disparate oral history projects conducted but not guided by national agenda or

collection policy.

 Such projects are often conceptualised to meet the immediate needs

 As things stand, the only archives of any note in South Africa are those of the

various former colonies, the Boer republics and, after 1910, the Union Government

of South Africa (Conradie 2012) and thereafter, the apartheid government.

 The archival scene in SA is supposed to transform and reflect the diversity of the

country, but it is still mainly the Western-dominated global mainstream.

 the cruel paradox in many revolutions is that which is left after the revolution resembles the past.



Redress

 There has been a call to transform the situation.

 One way of redressing this imbalance is through restructuring services at a local

level closer to the people.

 Public archives in South Africa have been unable to transform themselves into

active documenters of society and thereby they failed to fulfil their mandate of

collecting non-public records with enduring value of national significance and to

document aspects of the nation’s experience neglected by archives repositories in

the past

 Citizens will only use archives when they are considered relevant and made

accessible.

 What then need to be done?

 Total archives

 Sports archives

 Memories of the Ultimate human Race



Total archives
 Total archives’ is a concept that has come to mean that institutions such as national

archives, provincial archives and municipal archives which are publicly funded

should acquire, preserve and make available for public use, both government and

private sector records in all media, including paper (Millar 1998).

 In South Africa, the archival legislation propagates for the collection of non-public

records valuable to the country to fill the gaps that stem from the colonial era.

 The sole purpose is for collecting all the national experiences that were previously suppressed to

be documented.

 Section 3(d) of the NARSSA Act (Act No. 43 of 1996) states that “NARSSA should collect non-

public records with enduring value of national significance which cannot be more appropriately

preserved by another institution, with due regard to the need to document aspects of the nation’s

experiences that had been neglected by archives repositories in the past”.

 Sports archives can contribute towards total archives

 Hence, Fagan (1992:42) questions why is it that in a country where sport is of such significance, it

is so minimally represented in archival holdings.

 The late president Nelson Mandela (1918-2013), the founding father of the modern South Africa,

utilised the Rugby World Cup of 1995 as one of the tools to reconcile and unite a divided nation, as

reflected in the movie Invictus



Case study: Comrades Marathon story



Background and highlights of Comrades

 1921 – inception by Vic Clapham (1886-1962)

 Comrades Marathon go-as-you-please’

 Start

 First winner = Bill Rowan

 Vernon Jones

 1922 - Bill Payn ran the Comrades Marathon in rugby boots and finished number 8

 1923 – first woman to participate unofficially, Frances Hayward

 1935 – first black person to participate unofficially, Robert Mtshali

 1936 – only 19 souls presented themselves at the starting line.

 1941-1945 (intermittence due to Hitler’s war)

 Five or more wins = Arthur Newton, Hardy Ballington, Wally Hayward (1930, 1950,

1951,1953 & 1954), Jackie Meckler and Bruce Fordyce (nine times champion in the

80s)

 1946 – there were only eight finishers



Background and highlights of Comrades . . .

 1975 – race open for people of colour

 Vincent Rakabaela

 1989 – first black man wins Comrades marathon (Sam Tshabalala)

 2010 – 85th edition recognised in the Guinness Book of Records for the 14 343

finishers.

 2020 – 2021 (Covid-19)

 2021 –



Rituals / traditions

 1948 - Max Trimborn’s famous cockcrow (picture)

 Keeping of same race number from year to year – in perpetuity numbers by Morris

Alexander

 Three wins, five gold medals or ten successful finish

 Vangelis’s famous title theme from the movie Chariots of Fire

 Comrades House, 31 Greyling Street, bust of Vic Clapham



Winding up

 The most significant contributor to the success of the Ultimate human Race is Vic

Clapham.

 His vision inspired the event.

 He chose the course that would cause him to be loved and hated by those who

struggled to meet its challenges.

 It was him who defied legislation and the medical wisdom of the day by quietly

encouraging people of colour and women to take part, albeit unofficially.

 It was him who year after year welcomed new participants with a letter addressed

not very subtly, to “Dear Lunatic”. The last race he organised was in 1938 as he

had to relocate to Ladysmith. He passed away in 1962.



Integration

 Such memories need to be included in national archival system

 SA archival legislation makes provision for inclusion of non-public archives

 There are a number of best practice community archives in South Africa even

though they are operating in fragmented silos.

 For example, Molobye (2014) reports of the successful implementation of digital archives for the

Royal Bafokeng community in the North West province of South Africa

 The Comrades Marathon Museum

 At the individual and community level most of these archives or museums are two

or three in one, that is, have collection for both objects and records

 Photos, boots, shoes of some winners, the original clock, records, books, etc.



Conclusion

 In conclusion, while community archives such as the Comrades Marathon one are

well organise, the same cannot be said about individuals athletes memories.

 One of my masters student when interviewing Joseph Leserwane explains that:

 “Joseph Leserwane wanted to be remembered as the first black man to receive Springbok colours

although he received the jersey 10 years after it was awarded.”

 The first black athlete to officially receive Springbok colours was Mathews Batswadi in 1977 and

then Titus Mamabolo same year.

 Memories of these athletes can be included in the archives to contribute towards total archives.

 Lastly, archives repositories should embark on collecting memories of international

events hosted in South Africa, e.g. 1999 All Africa Games, 1995 Rugby World Cup,

2010 FIFA World Cup, etc

 Records of such events can be collected from government offices and individuals to build and

supplement the archives in the country.

 Archives repository should create a national catalogue or register of archives to be

included in the NAAIRS.

 This way total archives can be achieved and more people will have interest in archives as the

holdings will reflect diversity
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